




Hello!  We are happy to present you with the new Surf’n’Fries brochure, where you 
can find out more about us and how to open up a Surf’n’Fries location of your own!  
With even more locations opening world wide, we are pleased with the fact that 
Surf’n’Fries is steadily growing.  We have developed new store formats and are in-
troducing new technology and products.  One of the most exciting things happening 
is ReBranding!  With a new logo, packaging and interior design, we hope that these 
changes in our visual representation will push the brand to continued growth and 
new horizons.  

Thank you and enjoy, 
Andy and Denis
Founders of Surf’n’Fries



About
Surf’n’Fries is a new generation of quick service franchise restaurants specializing in 
bringing a creative and innovative approach to the standard french fry.  Our creative 
packaging is the core value of the brand.  In addition to our packaging, we only serve 
premium special cut potatoes, (quality) chicken products and a variety of 15 sauces.  
Different from all others on the market in terms of branding, the products we serve, and 
the way we serve them.  We love applying new technology and that is why we continually 
strive to introduce technology to make fries without the use of any oil.  We call it SurFry.  
SurFry uses only air to make the perfect tasting fries, a healthier option that does not 
compromise flavor.  Surf’n’Fries is a flexible concept and we offer four different formats 
from store, to mobile and trailer unites, to “shop in shop” solutions.  Surf’n’Fries is here 
to make its mark in offering the best fries in the world and become the No.1 brand when 
it comes to fries.  







Packaging
We feel that Surf’n’Fries has by far the most innovative and creative packaging solution 
for fries.  The packaging allows the consumer to hold the entire meal with one hand, 
allowing the use of the other hand to enjoy our fries.  Another feature that makes our 
packaging stand out is that as our customers walk around urban areas enjoying their 
Surf’n’Fries, they are advertising and bringing new customers to the shop.  Not many QSR 
brands can brag about this, but Surf’n’Fries can.  

PATENT PENDING. This packaging is 
protected © 2009 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 



SURF’N’FRY

big small menu

new
Surf Cheese Fries

surf nuggets

surf wings

surf kids

Products
Fries are our focus and pride.  Our special “u” shaped fries are perfect for dipping into our delicious sauces.  To accompany our delicious fries, we also 
have chicken nuggets, chicken wings, mozzarella sticks, and 15 speciality sauces.  Our customers are provided with a unique and convenient experience in 
enjoying their Surf’n’Fries fries. 





Technology
We can do oil free fries!*

Lightfry is an oven that makes french fries using steam and hot air instead of the oil used in traditional oil fryers.  The preparation takes 
place in two phases.  First, a steam phase that thoroughly cooks the potatoes.  Then, the crisping phase, in which a stream of hot, dry air gives 
our french fries a crispy surface.  In addition to this process requiring minimal supervision as the fries are cooked inside a rotating drum in 
a sealed space, there is also a 20 second program for reheating preprocessed french fries.  This whole process, not only helps reduce produc-
tion costs, but produces a better tasting final product.   

Other then revolutionary technology we also have fully automated fryers for traditional taste of fries.

* oil free technology available only 
for Surf’n’Fries-Store format





“This is my 4th season with Surf’n’Fries. First year our average was 140 transactions per day, 2nd year we had 240, 3rd year we were over 
350, funny is that we had same location, same product and same price, we were simply getting better and business is growing.”

Sasa C.(Croatia)



Growth
Surf’n’Fries launched its first store in 2009.  Despite only having a 27 m2 space, the con-
cept proved to be successful and organically grew to the opening of many more locations 
in countries around the world.  
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Franchise
We are here to help you open your own Surf’n’Fries shop.  All you need 
is enough capital to start and to find a location where Surf’n’Fries 
can be successful.  What is a good location for a Surf’n’Fries shop? 
Typically, pedestrian areas with a frequency of 20,000 people on 

average per day.  Shopping malls, airports, train stations, etc. also 
make great locations.  We will always help you verify a location before 
you sign any lease agreements.  

Does size matter?
Yes it does, the best space measures between 40-100 m2. Once you find your location, the 
usual procedure is as follows:
1. Signing Franchising contract - both 
2. Location verification - we 
3. Floor plans and 3D - we 
4. Kitchen order - we 
5. Construction work in the store - you 
6. Logistics-connecting you with distributors - we 
7. Store assembly - both 
8. Training for you and the staff - both 
9. Opening day - both 
10. Running the store - you 

If you have questions about Surf’n’Fries feel free to reach out: info@surfnfries.com



“We started with Surf’n’Fries-Mobile unit as students. The project has been growing ever since. We upgraded to TRailer and now are 
planning to launch first Surf’n’Fries-Store in Austria”  Lukas L. (Austria)

“When I saw Surf’n’Fries I recognized an opportunity, we launched a store in Ljubljana, been growing around 20% every year.”               
Tomi Z.(Slovenia)





Store formats
Flexibility is a big thing for Surf’n’Fries. We can adapt to almost any market or ambi-
ant. Our store formats include Surf’n’Fries-Store (brick and mortar), Surf’n’Fries-Trail-
er (foodtruck), Surf’n’Fries-Mobile (microfranchsing) and Surf’n’Fries-ShopInShop. Thus, 
Surf’n’Fries can be successful on the street, beach or gas station. Being adaptable is the 
beauty of the Surf’n’Fries concept.



Surf’n’Fries-Mobile is designed as the perfect way to sell French fries at beaches, 
tourist locations, fairs, events,etc. 

The cart is equipped with a 17 kW deep fryer with 17 liter fry pool. The fryer is powered 
by gas from standard gas containers, connected with specially designed gas pipes. 
Infrared light added to the bain-marie keeps fries warm. Our dips serve as a perfect 
accompaniment to our fries, so we have designed a space for 4 surf dips. 

Surf’n‘Fries Mobile meets all legal requirements – it is made of stainless steel and 
its use has been completely approved – for which you will receive all necessary 
documentation. Regarding sanitary conditions, the cart has a built-in hand washing 
unit with hot and cold water, sensor tap and a container for wastewater. To make the 
cart attractive, we have applied our well-provendesign, and for a better effect, we 
have added LED lighting to make Surf’n‘Fries particularly noticeable in the evening. 
When it comes to safety, the cart is designed so that after working hours or in the 
case of rain, the top can be lowered and folded. 

The cover with steel cables over the cart provides protection against rain, vandalism, 
etc. For easier handling, the cart has built-in wheels and height-adjustable legs. We 
are especially proud of this Surf’n’Fries concept.

Specifications:
Dimensions: 1.80 x 0.80 m / Weight: ca. 250 kg / Capacity: up to 500 portions per day
Fryer power: 17 kW / Fryer volume: 17 liters / Fryer type: gas / Bain-marie heater: 
Infrared light / Night lighting: LED technology / Material: stainless steel 2.5 mm

SURF’N’FRIES MOBILE
Most successful Surf’n’fries concept



surf’n’fries Trailer
By following new trends in the world with food trucks and 
listening to our clients we upgraded Mobile to Surf’n’Fries-
Trailer. This concept offers full solution of Surf’n’Fries shop 
on wheels. It has fully integrated kitchen that includes freezers, 
water system, fryers, storage etc. Surf’n’Fries-Trailer is 
available with Oil and Oil-Free technology.  We see Surf’n’Fries-
Trailer as a big brother to ultimately successful Surf’n’Fries.
Mobile concept.

Shop in shop
This will be next big opportunity. Opening Surf’n’Fries shops 
inside already existing shops. For example, gas stations, cinemas 
and similar. The concept is built in a way that entire shop 
structure including water installation can be assembled from 
three parts. Idea is that Surf’n’Fries-ShopInShop is equipped 
with Oil-free technology, soft ice machine and coffee machine. 
This concept is still in experimental stage but if you have any 
questions please feel free to reach out!



FAQ

What is the minimum size of the SnF store? 

We recommend not to have location under 30 m2, kitchen is not the problem but 
need to consider logistics and storage. I case you have small location try to 
find additional warehouse near by.

How much electric power I need for the store?

Depending on the number of fryers but we suggest to have between 40 and 50 kW 
of electricity. Also keep in mind you will need 3 phase electricity.

Can Air Fryers run on gas?

No air fryers can run only on electrical power. Each machine needs 15 kW 
of electrical power. Also air fryers due to their cleaning system need to be 
connected to water intake and outtake.

How fast is the return on investment?

ROI depends on many factors. Firstly on location and your involvement. Secondly, 
different formats of Surf’n’Fries have different ROI. With good location 
Surf’n’Fries-Mobile can make ROI in 60 days or less, Surf’n’Fries-Trailer on 6 
months or less and Surf’n’Fries-Store in 2-3 years. 

What do you consider good location for Surf’n’Fries in terms of sales?

Any location where you can sell 300 or more units per day on average we 
consider a good location.

Do we buy the goods directly from you?

This depends on the market set up but in most cased logistics are set up so 
that you work with local distributors.

Can I use both electric and gas powered fryers in Mobile or Trailer?

Yes both options are available. Keep in mind some events for security reasons 

do not allow gas bottles, however you can have electrical fryers mounted in 
that case.

Can I have airfryer on Mobile or Trailer?

No, air fryers are available only for Surf’n’Fries-Store format.

Do I need to be experienced to start Surf’n’Fries franchise?

Experience is welcomed but you do not need to be experienced for Surf’n’Fries 
franchise.

What is biggest reason for Surf’n’Fries franchise failure?

First is starting this business undercapitalized, Second is wrong location.

How do I know I am not undercapitalized?

Consider to have enough capital to start Surf’n’Fries franchise but also enough 
capital for 6-12 month after you launch the store in case you run into rough 
launch.

How do I take care of promotion once I open Surf’n’Fries?

You will be trained and provided with promotional techniques, this included 
social media promotion as well. 

Do you charge Marketing fee? 

No we do not, each franchisee funds own promotion materials, we support in 
terms of graphics and similar.

What is your Royalty fee?

Depending on the market but it’s within industry standard which is 4-7%





Contact
If you have questions we would love to get in touch with you. Please feel free to contact us via email: info@surfnfries.com

We can also Skype or simply arrange a meeting where we can present you everything in detail.

Thank you!





www.surfnfries.com
info@surfnfries.com


